VIEWPOINTS

7 WAYS TO
STAY ON TOP
Leadership demands innovation in thought—and in deed.
BY N E A L W H I T T E N , P M P, CON T R I BU T I N G E D I TOR

e all have innovative ideas for improving
our projects and organizations, but many
of us invest little time and energy in putting those thoughts into practice.
Writer Oliver Wendell Holmes said, “I find the great thing
in this world is not so much where we stand, as in what
direction we are moving.” Project management practices
advance slowly—far too slowly—in most organizations and
sometimes in the wrong direction.
Although they’re well-qualified to take the initiative and
bring innovative change to their projects and organizations,
most project managers add limited value beyond what’s
required. And unfortunately, most organizations rely too
heavily on management to drive change instead of placing
the responsibility with the folks on the front lines who are
experts in their chosen craft.
But you don’t have to stick with the status quo. Here
are seven ways project managers can advance innovation
within their organizations, with only minimal involvement from management:
1. Perform lessons learned for every qualified project.
Set the criteria at projects costing at least US$100,000
or requiring a minimum of 2,000 people hours or
whatever makes sense for your organization. Just
make sure you look at what went right and wrong.
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2. Create a review board where project managers working on new projects must demonstrate to their peers
that they’ve reviewed—and applied—lessons learned
from recent relevant projects.
3. Introduce culture classes for all team members at
the start of every qualified project. This class will provide formal training in all skills and processes deemed
essential for the project, ensuring team members have a
common understanding of how the project will be run
and the role that each one is expected to play.
4. Create a process for institutionalizing improvements.
Rather than simply talking about changes needed in an
organization, project managers should develop a process
that details how to plan and execute those changes.
5. Teach project management best practices. Gather project managers and key stakeholders from across the
enterprise in a classroom setting to review the health of
multiple projects, identifying both good and bad practices.
6. Assign a small group of successful senior project
managers to mentor all of the organization’s project
managers. And then hold the senior project managers
accountable, in part, for the success of the projects
owned by the project managers they mentor.
7. Create measurements for evaluating project manager performance. Depending on the level of project
manager, these measurements should encourage innovation, cross-project cooperation and support, and the
advancement of project management best practices.
Innovation is essential for any organization to remain
competitive. And no organization ever truly arrives at a spot
where it can justify standing still or coasting. An organization
innovates to be on top—and continues to innovate to remain
on top. It’s up to project managers to do their part. PM
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OUT WITH THE OLD
Necessity is turning out to be the mother of innovation.
BY A L F ON S O BU C E RO , P M P, CON T R I BU T I N G E D I TOR

hen things are status quo on the project
landscape, there’s little need to throw out
tried-and-true ideas and methodologies to
experiment with something risky and new.
But when the climate shifts and old standbys aren’t working,
you may need to take a more creative tack.
As the financial crisis continues in Europe and around
the world, most companies are focusing on the bottom
line. But I strongly believe if you’re going to stay afloat
during turbulent times, you have to rethink everything
and come up with new ways to do business.
Innovation is sparked by a need for change—and project
management is often the catalyst for new ideas.
We can’t rely on the same
approaches we do for traditional projects, though. With innovation projects, we often need
to adapt how we proceed or
even experiment with our methodology to reach goals. Any
project involves making decisions, setting deadlines and establishing methodologies. The difference is that innovation
projects lack any precedent. That means there isn’t a lessonslearned file to check as you make your way through the process.
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2. Embrace the experimental. The processes used in
innovation projects are more experimental and
exploratory, seldom following strict linear guidelines.
3. Trust your team. Innovation requires exploring
new territory where failure, because of changing
goals and fluid guidelines, is a distinct possibility.
That kind of environment demands a higher level of
trust.
4. Be agile. Innovation teams must learn to fail fast and
fail smart to move on to more attractive options.
5. Get ready for a tough sell. Because of the risk inherent in
trying something new, project managers need to sell inno-

>>Europe has the potential to succeed in the
global marketplace, but companies have to
be masters—not victims—of change.

Masters of Change
Despite a relatively high level of project management competence in Europe, there remains at times a lack of understanding of how to manage innovation projects. Countries
such as India and China have been more innovative just
because they needed to improve their infrastructures to
move forward—they were obliged to be innovative, to
invent and to implement new ideas to improve.
Europe has the potential to succeed in the global marketplace, but companies have to be masters—not victims—
of change.
Here are a few ideas on how to manage innovation
projects in Europe and around the globe:
1. Keep it loose. Innovation projects tend to start with
loosely defined—sometimes even ambiguous—objectives
that become clear only as the project proceeds.
Managing these projects requires a willingness to move
forward with a high degree of uncertainty.

vation projects to sponsors and funding committees—
a responsibility not always assigned to traditional project
teams.

No Time to Waste
Project managers working on innovation projects should
start by getting back to basics:
g Ensure the team collaborates and works effectively—
even as goals and processes shift.
g Keep communication lines open.
g Focus on the most important issues while juggling and
delegating smaller priorities.
Now is the time for innovation—the economic climate
necessitates it. Embrace this opportunity to grow your
skills by testing new approaches, turning old ideas upsidedown and doing something truly new. PM
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